
Camera-DSLR, SLR, polaroid, or

cellphone (if you don’t own a

camera) 

Tripod or tripod equivalent (any

flat surface can do too) 

Everyday items in or around your

household (i.e., plants, flowers,

mirrors, rugs, lamps, furniture,

etc.)  

Editing software 

A unique light source, either

artificial or natural
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Prep Time: 15-20 minutes 

Steps: 

1)  Start looking around your household for items/elements

that you can use in your self-portrait session that resonates

with you.

  

2)  Identify a unique texture that you can use as your

background. This doesn’t have to be a wall; it can be a

fabric or wallpaper. Get Creative!  

3)  Set up your tripod/flat surface 

4)  Attach your camera to the tripod/flat surface

6)  Take your self-portraits 

7)  Import your self-portraits into editing software such as

Photoshop. 

8)  Enjoy your new self-portraits for your portfolio!!

"The best portrait photographers often use black and

white photography to great effect. Shooting in black

and white can lend a feeling of timelessness to your

portraits. Removing the colour from your image puts

more emphasis on the contrast. So you’ll want to pay

special attention to the highlights and shadows in

your shot.

"One self-portrait tip (is to) play with the contrast in

post-production. Subtly increasing the contrast can

take a drab black and white photo and really make it

pop. Black and white photography also draws

attention to the textures in your image. Shooting

against a background with a rough texture like a

concrete wall is one portrait photography idea to try."
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Image credit: Kimberly Douglast, Self Portrait
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ARTSNACKS is a bite-sized video series that will help you learn and

create at home. Artists Jega Delisca, Anthony Gebrehiwot, Eli Howey,

and Kendra Yee reveal why they do what they do and how they do it,

providing a window into how their interests and experiences inform

their art.

For each ARTSNACK, you’ll be given step-by-step instructions to a

creative project designed by each artist, but like any good recipe, you

can make adjustments according to your own tastes, availability of

materials, tools, and needs.*
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*Nicole Seisler, Recipes for Conceptual Clay (In the Time of COVID-19),

2020, AB Projects

Anthony Gebrehiwot is a passionate visual artist,

photographer, and community leader whose creative

lens re-visions photography as an ongoing dialogue of

social change between subject and society. 

A self-taught artist and photographer, Gebrehiwot

founded XvXy-photo in 2014 focusing on studio

portraiture. To date, he has worked with several

notable brands such as Nike, Royal Bank of Canada,

Vice Canada, Absolut, Hudson's Bay, The City of

Toronto, and Linkedin to name a few. 

His work has been featured in over thirty local and

international publications such as the Star, the Globe

and Mail, PAPER Magazine, Elle UK and Yahoo

Lifestyle. 
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